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Intro
Why FSMA?
“hot off the press.”
Produce Safety Rule
Preventive Controls
FDA Assistance
Resources

“We will educate before and while we regulate”
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Food Safety
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Why FSMA?
• The Public Health Issue:
– 48 million Americans (1 in 6) get sick /year
– 128, 000 hospitalizations
– 3,000 die

Affiliated with fresh produce, given high microbial
contaminants, leading to foodborne illness
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FSMA’s Core principle: shifting FDA’s
focus from responding to
contamination to preventing it.
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FSMA Key Facts
• 2011 President Obama signs the Food Safety
Modernization Act (FSMA)
• Protecting Public Health by strengthening the
food safety system
• Prevention vs. reaction
• 7 Foundational rules
• Heavy outreach to producers in U.S. within 2
years
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Extensive Outreach
• 100 presentations to industry,
consumers/farmers/states/local officials
• 3 public meetings: DC/ Chicago/Portland
• 6 State meetings (NC/GA/ MI/OH/ CA-2)
• Listening webinars
• European outreach
• 20 farms visited in 13 States (2 in CA)
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FSMA Rules Establish
Food Safety Framework
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preventive Controls for Human Food
Preventive Controls for Animal Food
Produce Safety Standards
Foreign Supplier Verification Program
Accredited Third Party Certification
Sanitary Transportation of Human & Animal Food
Focused Mitigation Strategies to Protect Food Against Intentional
Adulteration
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Final Rule on

Produce Safety
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NEWS
• Commissioner Scott Gottlieb, MD at the National Association of
State Departments of Agriculture
– FDA recognizes the need for additional efforts to educate
produce industry and state regulatory partners on new
produce requirements and we will continue to focus on:
• Training
• Guidance development
• Outreach
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NEWS
•

Agricultural Water Compliance Dates (for produce) to be extended for compliance by
2-4 years
-check feasibility for all regions/farms by Jan 2022. Small and smaller farms
Jan2023-2014
-FDA will take no action (except for sprouts) during extension

•

More Stakeholder engagement on Ag water standards so that FDA can learn more
and make it more practical and effective for all
-Possible submission in 2018

•

Water Testing Methods
– FDA listing 8 additional testing methods that EPA and other Public Health
Agencies determined to be equivalent for Produce
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NEWS
• Produce Farm Inspections
-Large farms operations still expected to meet
all produce safety requirements set by the rule
except for those related to agricultural water by
original date, Jan 2018
-Inspections will not commence till 2019
-Working on farm readiness reviews (piloted
in 6 states.)
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Regulatory Framework
• Framework considers many factors associated with
produce and the farming community, including
– Diversity of operations
– Broad range of crops and practices
• Integrated approach that draws on current scientific
information, outbreak data, past experiences
– Focuses on identified routes of contamination, rather
than commodity-based
– Includes Current Good Manufacturing Practice-like
provisions; numerical criteria; and monitoring
provisions
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Coverage of Rule
Covers
• Domestic and imported produce
• Produce for human consumption
Does not cover
• Produce for personal or on-farm consumption
• Produce not a “raw agricultural commodity”
• Certain specified produce rarely consumed raw
• Farms with produce sales of ≤ $25,000 per year
Eligible for exemption (with modified requirements)
• Produce that will receive commercial processing (“kill-step”
or other process that adequately minimizes hazards)
• Qualified exemption - $500k (50%)
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Flexibility:
Alternatives & Variances
• Farms may establish alternatives to certain, specified
requirements only
• Farm must have scientific information that the
alternative provides the same level of public health
protection as the relevant requirement and does not
increase the likelihood of adulteration
• A state, tribe, or foreign country may petition FDA for a
variance from some or all provisions
– if necessary in light of local growing conditions
– same level of public health protection as the rule and
not increase the risk that produce is adulterated
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Primary Production Farm
• An operation under one management in one general, but not
necessarily contiguous, physical location
• Devoted to the growing of crops, the harvesting of crops, the raising
of animals, or any combination of these activities
• In addition to these activities, a primary production farm can:
– Pack or hold RACs (regardless of who grew or raised them)
– Manufacture/process, pack, or hold processed foods so long as:
• all such food is consumed on that farm or another farm under the
same management; or
• the manufacturing/processing
falls into limited categories
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Secondary Activities Farm
• An operation not located on a primary production farm
devoted to harvesting, packing, and/or holding RACs
• The primary production farm(s) that grow, harvest, and/or
raise the majority of those RACs must own or jointly own a
majority interest in the secondary activities farm
• The definition also allows certain, limited additional
manufacturing/processing, packing, and holding
– Same as those for a primary production farm
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On-farm Manufacturing/Processing
(21 CFR 117.5(h)(1))
• Drying/dehydrating RACs to create a distinct
commodity (e.g., drying grapes to produce
raisins) without additional manufacturing/
processing (such as chopping and slicing)
• Treatment to manipulate the ripening of RACs
(e.g., treating produce with ethylene gas)
• Packaging and labeling RACs
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Activities That Do Not Fall
Under Farm Definition
• Manufacturing/processing that goes beyond
activities within the farm definition
• Examples include:
– Pitting dried plums, chopping herbs
– Making snack chips from legumes
– Roasting peanuts or tree nuts
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What Low-Risk Food Manufacturing/Processing Activities Are Exempt
From Hazard Analysis and Preventive Controls If Performed On A Farm
By A Small Or Very Small Business
• Boiling gums, latexes, and resins
• Chopping, coring, cutting, peeling, pitting,
shredding, and slicing: pH < 4.2 lemons,
slicing bread, pitting dried plums,
chopping roasted peanuts
• Coating dried/dehydrated fruit & veg
products -coating raisins with choc
• Drying/dehydrating - herbs, acid fruit, veg
• Extracting fresh herbs, fruits and
vegetables
• Freezing acid fruits and vegetables
• Grinding/cracking/crushing/milling baked
goods
• Making baked goods from milled grain
products (e.g., breads and cookies)

• Making candy from peanuts and
tree nuts (e.g., nut brittles),
sugar/syrups (e.g., taffy, toffee)
• Making cocoa products from
roasted cocoa beans
• Making dried pasta from grain
• Making jams, jellies, and
preserves from acid fruits and
vegetables with a pH of< 4.6
• Making molasses and treacle
from sugar beets and sugarcane
• Making snack chips from fruits
and vegetables (e.g., making
plantain and potato chips)
• Making soft drinks, carbonated 21
water from sugar, syrups, water

Standards for Produce Safety
Focus on conditions and practices identified as potential
contributing factors for microbial contamination
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agricultural water
Biological soil amendments of animal origin
Worker health and hygiene
Equipment, tools, buildings and sanitation
Domesticated and wild animals
Growing, harvesting, packing and holding activities
Sprouts requirements
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Agricultural Water
• FDA intends to take another close look and see what can be
done to make the standards easier and less costly to
implement, while still being protective of public health.
• Consensus that agricultural water can be a major conduit of the
pathogens that contaminate produce and on the importance of
having a water standard and a water testing frequency that
provides a reasonable picture of the quality of water used for
irrigation of produce.
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Agricultural Water
• On hold
• Key point is that no presence of E.coli is allowed
whether direct or in-direct in any food contact
• Includes water for washing hands, food contact
surfaces, directly in contact with produce, ice-making,
and water for sprout irrigation
• If E.coli detected, must immediately discontinue and
corrective actions must be taken before re-use
• Prohibits use of untreated water for any purpose noted
above
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Agricultural Water
• There will be a numerical criteria , and FDA is
exploring an online tool for farmers to calculate
these values (allowing some variability)
• Criteria are intended to be a water management
tool for understanding the microbial quality of
water over time, and determining a long term
strategy for use of water resources for growing
• If not meeting criteria, corrective action is
required as soon as possible
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Agricultural Water
• Removed with commercial activities such as
washing, or treating of water
• Testing will be determined (baed on surface or
untreated ground water)
– Sampling
– Survey
– If a failure occurs must test 4 times/year
– No requirement to test water that is from a public
water system and has a certificate of compliance
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Biological Soil Amendments
of Animal Origin
-FDA conducting risk assessment and research on
number of days needed between applications of raw
manure and harvesting
-FDA does not object to farmers complying with USDA’s
National Organic program standards
-Final rule also requires untreated biological soil
amendments of animal origin must be applied in manner
that does not contact covered produce
-Rule includes 2 examples of scientifically valid
composting methods that meet microbial standards and
minimizes potential for contamination
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Sprouts
• New requirements include:
-measures to prevent the introduction of dangerous
microbes into or onto seeds/beans
-treatment
-appropriate documentation
-testing of sprout irrigation water, each batch
-results must be negative
-must test for listeria
-corrective action must be taken if test fails
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Domesticated and Wild Animals
• Unified requirements for grazing, working, and
wild animals:
– Assess, as needed, relevant areas during growing for
potential animal contamination;
– If significant evidence of potential contamination is
found (e.g., animal excreta, animal observation or
destruction),
• Evaluate whether covered produce can be harvested
• Take steps throughout the growing season to ensure that covered
produce that is reasonably likely to be contaminated will not be
harvested
• Voluntarily intervals between harvesting encouraged
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• FDA Clear: animals are not excluded from outdoor areas

Training Requirements
• Training Requirements include:
– All personnel who contact covered produce or
food-contact surfaces
• Establishes minimum content expectations for training

– Training for supervisors
– Record requirements

• Must have a combination of training,
education, or experience to perform duties
30
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Worker Health and Hygiene
• Pathogens may be transmitted from workers to
food
• Requirements include:
– Preventing contamination by ill or infected persons (and
must inform Supervisor)
– Hygienic practices (washing hands after toilet use)
– Farms must make visitors aware of policies and give
them access to toilet and hand washing facilities.
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Equipment, Tools, Buildings,
Sanitation

• Include: green houses, germination chambers, and
other such structures, and toilet/handwashing facilities
• Requirements include:
– Equipment/tools: designed and constructed to allow
adequate cleaning and maintenance.
– Food contact surfaces of equipment and tools must be
inspected, maintained, cleaned, and sanitized as necessary.
– Buildings: size, design and construction must facilitate
maintenance and sanitary operations.
– Toilet and hand-washing facilities must be adequate, and
readily accessible during covered activities
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Growing, Harvesting, Packing and
Holding Activities
• Requirements include:
– Separate covered and excluded produce not grown
in accordance to the rule
– Identify and not harvest covered produce that is
reasonably likely to be contaminated
– Not distributing covered produce that drops to the
ground before harvest
– Food-packing material appropriate for use
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Reporting
• Developing new FDA reporting tools for both
domestic and international inspections; use of
intelligent questionnaires to guide regulators to
improve efficiency and consistency of
inspections, facilitate analysis and information
sharing, and generate informative reports
• Comprehensive reports including specific
resources (e.g., links to guidance) as needed to
help achieve compliance
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Exemptions
• Raw agricultural commodity (RAC) “food in its
raw or natural state” (see handout)
• Food grains
• Produce used for personal or on farm
consumption
• Farms with annual value of less than $25,000
• Produce that receives commercial processing or
adequately reduces micro-organisms.
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Even if Exempt
• Must meet certain requirements disclosing
name, address, and business farm on labeling
• Must keep documentation
• FDA will remove exemption if:
– Active investigation
– Outbreak
– FDA determines its necessary to include, due to
public health risk
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FDA Actions
•
•
•
•
•

Warning Letter
Recall
Administrative Detention
Refusal of food (imported)/Seizure
FDA must notify owner in writing and allow a
response
• Company can be re-instated to exempt status if
in clear
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Compliance Dates
• Very Small Business – less than $25, 000 but not
more than $250,000 (average of 3 yrs)…4 yrs to
comply
• Small Business – more than $250,000 but no
more than $500,000 (average 3 yrs)…3 yrs to
comply
• All other Farms, 2 yrs to comply
*water testing procedures may allow an
additional 2 years to compliance date
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Cooperative Agreements & Grants
• National Farmers Union Foundation ($1.5 million) - training curricula &
delivery for small and mid-size businesses involved in local food production,
including sustainable and organic farming
• Native American Tribes Outreach, Education, & Training ($750,000) - to
enhance food safety/FSMA Compliance & to develop training curricula/delivery
to tribal communities
• National Association of State Departments of Agriculture (NASDA) with a range
of state partners to collaboratively plan implementation of the forthcoming
Produce Safety rule
• 43 State Grants ($30 million) - to implement Produce Safety Rule; develop and
provide education, outreach and technical assistance; prioritize farming
operations; develop programs to address the specific and unique needs of their
farming communities. FY16 had $22 million awarded to 42 states
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Preventive Controls for
Human Food

Who is Covered by PCHF?
• Facilities that manufacture, process, pack or
hold human food
• In general facilities required to register with FDA
under sec. 415 of the FD&C Act Not farms or
retail food establishments
• Applies to domestic and imported food
• Some exemptions and modified requirements
apply (DS, Juice, Seafood, LACF, Unexposed, QF)
41
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cGMPs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personnel
Plant and grounds
Sanitation
Water supply and plumbing
Equipment and utensils
Plant operations
Holding and distribution
Holding and distribution of human food byproducts for use as animal food
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Food Safety Plan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hazard analysis
Preventive controls
Supply-chain program
Recall plan
Procedures for monitoring
Corrective action procedures
Verification procedures
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Food Safety Plan – Hazard Analysis
Evaluation of hazards must include:
• consideration of severity of illness/injury and
probability of occurrence in absence of
preventive controls
• evaluation of environmental pathogens for
ready-to-eat foods exposed to the environment
• consideration of effect of factors such as
formulation and processing of food, facility,
equipment, ingredients, intended use
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Food Safety Plan – Preventive Controls
Measures required to ensure that hazards are
significantly minimized or prevented.
These include:
• Process controls
• Food allergen controls
• Sanitation controls
• Supply-chain controls
• Recall plan
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Food Safety Plan – Preventive Controls
• Include controls at critical control points (CCPs),
if any, and controls other than those at CCPs
that are appropriate for food safety
• Not required when hazard is controlled by
another entity later in the distribution chain
– Disclose that food is for further processing
– Obtain assurances hazard will be controlled
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Preventive Control
Management Components
• Monitoring
• Corrective Actions
• Verification
As appropriate to ensure the effectiveness of the
preventive controls, taking into account the
nature of the preventive control and its role in the
facility’s food safety system
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Food Safety Plan - Verification
Includes (as appropriate to the facility, food and
nature of the preventive control):
• Validation of preventive controls
• Verification of monitoring and corrective actions
• Calibration of process monitoring and
verification instruments
• Product testing, environmental monitoring
• Records review and reanalysis
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Supply-Chain Program
• Manufacturing/processing facilities must have a riskbased supply-chain program to ensure control of
hazards in raw materials and other ingredients when
the control is applied before receipt
• Use of approved suppliers
• Determine , conduct and document appropriate
supplier verification activities
• When applicable, obtain documentation of verification
by another entity
• Compliance with FSVP requirements meets the PC
supplier verification requirements
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Supplier Verification Activities
• Onsite audits (default for most serious hazards)
• Sampling and testing
• Review of relevant food safety records
• Other as appropriate
Activity and frequency based on nature of hazard,
where it is controlled, and supplier performance
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Planned Guidances
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hazard analysis and preventive controls
Environmental monitoring
Food allergen controls
Validation of process controls
Supply-chain program
A Small Entity Compliance Guide
52
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Produce Safety Alliance
Partnership -Cornell University, USDA and FDA (2010).
• Grower Training course to assist domestic & foreign produce
industry on GAPs, Produce Safety Rule requirements, and how
to develop a farm food safety plan.
• Train-the-Trainer (TTT) course and PSA Lead Trainer process to
develop trainers qualified to deliver the curriculum to produce
growers. The TTT course includes principles of adult learning,
how to form training partnerships, and info on teaching
concepts related to GAP, and Produce Safety standards.
• A network of trainers to support the produce industry and the
dissemination of produce safety trainings
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Produce Safety Alliance Goals
• Develop a standardized educational curriculum to increase
understanding of produce safety
– Requirement 112.22 (c) At least one supervisor or responsible
party from the farm must have successfully completed food safety
training at least equivalent to the standardized curriculum
recognized as adequate by FDA

• Build national networks for produce safety
• Conduct training to develop lead certified and certified
trainers to build cadre of qualified instructors
• Conduct grower trainings
• Collaborate with partners for international training
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FDA FSMA Technical Assistance
Network

• Launched in September 2015
o Provides technical assistance to industry, regulators,
academia, and consumers regarding FSMA
o Addresses questions related to FSMA rules, programs,
and implementation
• Collaborate with Alliances, Extension, Universities,
International
• Inquiries may be submitted through a web form or by mail.
The web-form can be accessed on the FDA website’s main
FSMA page, www.fda.gov/FSMA: scroll down to the
bottom of the FSMA page to “Contact us” and click on “How
57
to Contact FDA on FSMA”

Final Rule on Foreign Supplier
Verification Programs (FSVP)
• Requires importers to share responsibility for
ensuring safety of imported food
• Risk-based (according to types of hazards,
importers, and suppliers)
• Flexibility in meeting requirements (assessing
activities conducted by others)
• Alignment with PC supply-chain provisions
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FSVP Goal
• To provide adequate assurances that:
– Foreign suppliers produce food using processes and
procedures providing same level of public health
protection as FSMA preventive controls or produce
safety provisions
– Food is not adulterated or misbranded (as to
allergen labeling)
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Who must comply?
• “Importer” is U.S. owner or consignee of a food
at time of U.S. entry
• If no U.S. owner or consignee at entry, importer
is U.S. agent or representative of the foreign
owner or consignee, as confirmed in signed
statement of consent
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Exemptions
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Firms subject to juice or seafood HACCP regulations
Food for research or evaluation
Food for personal consumption
Alcoholic beverages and ingredients (when importer uses them
to make an alcoholic beverage)
Food transshipped through U.S.
Food imported for processing and export
“U.S. food returned”
Meat, poultry, and egg products subject to USDA regulation at
time of importation
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Importers in Compliance with
Preventive Controls
• Importers are deemed in compliance with most
of FSVP when they:
– Comply with PC supply-chain provisions
– Implement preventive controls under PC regulation
for hazards in food they import
– Are not required to implement a preventive control
under certain PC provisions
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Use of Qualified Individuals
• Must use a qualified individual to perform all
required FSVP tasks
– Must have education, training, or experience (or
combination thereof) necessary to perform the
activity
– Must be able to read and understand the language
of any records reviewed in performing an activity
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Hazard Analysis
• Evaluate known or reasonably foreseeable
hazards to determine if they require a control
– Biological, chemical (including radiological), and
physical hazards
– Naturally occurring, unintentionally introduced, or
intentionally introduced for economic gain

• May assess another’s hazard analysis
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Evaluation of Food and Foreign
Supplier

• To approve suppliers and determine appropriate
supplier verification activities
• Consider:
– Risk posed by the food (hazard analysis)
– Entities controlling hazards or verifying control
– Supplier characteristics (procedures, processes, and
practices; FDA compliance; food safety history)
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Supplier Verification Activities
• Procedures to ensure food is obtained from approved suppliers
• May use unapproved suppliers on temporary basis when subject
food to verification
• Written procedures for verification activities
• Determine appropriate verification activities (and frequency)
based on food and supplier evaluation
– Activities may include: onsite auditing; sampling and testing;
review of supplier records; other appropriate measures
• Annual onsite auditing is default approach when a food has a
SAHCODHA hazard
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Verification (continued)
• Onsite audits:
– Must be conducted by “qualified auditor”; may be
government employee
– Consider applicable FDA food safety regulations
– Substitute results of inspection by FDA or other
entities
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Reliance on Verification done by
others

• May rely on another entity’s determination or
performance of appropriate verification
activities (e.g., farm audits conducted by
produce distributor)
• Must review and assess results of verification
activities (importer’s own or others on which it
relies)
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Other Circumstances
• Food cannot be consumed without application of
control (e.g., coffee beans)
• Hazard controlled by importer’s customer or
subsequent entity in U.S. distribution
– Disclosure statement
– Written assurance*

• Importer establishes other system to ensure control of
hazard at subsequent distribution step
* Two year extension for written assurance requirement
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Other FSVP Requirements
• Corrective actions
• Importer identification at entry
• Recordkeeping
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Modified FSVP Requirements
• Hazards are being controlled after entry into the
U.S.
• Dietary supplements
• Very small importers and importers of food
from certain small foreign suppliers
• Certain food from suppliers in countries with
comparable or equivalent food safety systems
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Compliance Dates
• Importers will be required to comply with FSVP
no earlier than 18 months after issuance of final
rule (i.e., May 30, 2017)
• If foreign supplier is subject to preventive
controls or produce safety regulations, importer
must comply with FSVP 6 months after supplier
must comply with the relevant regulations
• Note: In August 2016, FDA extended compliance dates for certain provisions
of the rule.
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Communicating with FDA
•

Phone Numbers for Los Angeles Office Import Operations (Long Beach, Ca)
– General status line (562) 256-7700
– Compliance status line (562) 256-7707
– Fax line (562) 256- 7701
•
General email address: WCID@fda.hhs.gov
•
Los Angeles District Consumer Complaint Hotline: (949) 608-3530
•
FDA National Emergency Operations Number: 1-866-300-4374 or (301) 796-8240
•
FDA General Inquiry: 1-888-INFO-FDA
•
For Adverse Event of illness call 1-800-FDA-1088 or online
•
For Drug Inquiries: CDERSmallBusiness@fda.hhs.gov or (866)-405-5367
•
For Medical Device Inquiries: industry.device@fda.hhs.gov or (800) 638-2041
•
To report e-mails promoting medical products that you think might be illegal, forward the email to:
webcomplaints@ora.fda.gov.
•
Food and Cosmetic Information Center by phone and/or e-mail Monday through
•
Friday, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at 1-888-SAFEFOOD (1-888-723-3366). Or, submit questions by filling out the
online form.
Note: Fastest response is email.
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For More Information
• Web site: www.fda.gov/fsma - subscription available
• Submit a question about FSMA, visit www.fda.gov/fsma
and go to Contact Us
• www.fda.gov/recalls
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Thank you!

Rosario Quintanilla,
Public Affairs Specialist
949-608-4407
maria.quintanilla@fda.hhs.gov
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